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One of the most important things that man has ever craved for in his life is to live his life to the hilt.
And one of the major impediments that he has ever faced in his this desire is the availability of
funds. The availability of the requisite amount of money in order to make sure that he and his family
can lead a life that might not be too prosperous, but at the same time is more than comfortable
enough to make sure that all the necessities are proudly met, and an occasional entertainment is
not missed out upon. But then again the question stops at the availability of the funds. And that
question leads the man to earn money and more often than not it leads him down the path that is
nothing more than gold and honey trap, that leads him into a make believe world that he is earning
enough money to keep his family in good humor. But once in this trap, the man realizes that the real
thing that led him to this make believe world, the desire that led him into this make believe world has
taken him far away from the mirth that he was expecting from his efforts for himself and his family.
And then arises myriad of questions in his mind to which neither he, nor the system, has the
answers. The answer lies with only one man and his name is Roger James Hamilton. 

And Roger James Hamilton has the power and the wisdom to answer these questions because he
himself knows the system like the back of his hands. He himself had been, in his earlier days as an
entrepreneur operating under the system and worshipping it like any other ardent follower would.
But once he realized that the system is nothing more than a gold and honey trap that would keep
him engrossed in itself until the time comes when he would be left only with a wry smile on his face
and a gift of bankruptcy well packaged and graciously presented he decided to part ways with the
current system that shines with a golden hallow but deep within is rotten with a bottomless hollow.

And the man of conviction that he is. And the man of wisdom that he is, Roger James Hamilton
created a new system of wealth creation that has now created the ripples in the ocean of the world
of wealth creation that are traveling far and wide. And the farther these ripples travel the greater
heights the tides of this ocean would reach. They might not be able to touch the moon. But on their
way back into the waters the shining bubbles of water would give you the glimpse of the splendid
glitter that your life would become. 
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